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PRODUCT INFORMATION

Shift+ Base
Folding table and four-legged table.
Folding table:
Structure consisting of a centrally positioned steel-tube cross-member with an articulated console. Folding function can
be deployed with a two-hand safety actuator under the table top. With a fitting for securing the table top in the horizontal
and vertical positions.
Table top (bottle-shaped) made of melamine-resin-coated LIGNOpal chipboard with glued-on plastic edge. The edges are
rounded (22 mm).
Frame consisting of two curved, powder-coated or chrome-plated steel tubes and 4 lockable castors.
Table heights in accordance with DIN EN 1929.
Function. With the table folded upright any number of tables can be pushed together to optimise space.
 
Four-legged table (Cross):
Frame consisting of welded round steel-tube legs with set-back rectangular steel-tube casing frame, in each case powder-
coated. Table with 4 lockable castors.
Table heights in accordance with DIN EN 1929.
Table top (bottle-shaped) made of melamine-resin-coated LIGNOpal chipboard with glued-on plastic edge. The edges are
rounded (22 mm).
The following material groups are available to choose from: Frame made of steel: M1,2; Top made of LIGNOpal: L1,
(white).

PRODUCT INFORMATION

Shift+ Landscape
Soft seating elements.
Upholstered-element system consisting of carcass and seating elements.
Seating elements are linear or curved stools. Individual elements can be combined to form complete landscapes. Elements consisting of 
a floor plate with plastic or felt glide elements and a cushion of flame-retardant MVSS-302 foam with leatherette cover.
Seating heights in accordance with DIN EN 1729.
Storage element body of melamine-resin-coated LIGNOpal chipboards with glued-on plastic edge. With glued center wall for 
partitioning the body. With rows of holes (1”) for adjustable shelf inserts and a perforated-plate back panel.
Function: Curved Landscape seating and cabinet elements can be combined linearly and, thanks to the matched inner and outer radii, 
back to back to create circular and serpentine seating/cabinet landscapes.
Following materials are available: Body made of LIGNOpal: L1,4,6; Perforated-plate: M2,3,10; Fabric cover: S40.
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Shift+ Landscape 45297 09328 09329
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Size 2 4 6 2 4 6
60° 60°
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PRODUCT INFORMATION

Shift+ Landscape
Soft seating elements.
Upholstered-element system consisting of carcass and seating elements.
Seating elements are linear or curved stools. Individual elements can be combined to form complete landscapes. Elements
consisting of a �oor plate with plastic or felt glide elements and a cushion of �ame-retardant MVSS-302 foam with
leatherette cover.
Seating heights in accordance with DIN EN 1729.
Carcass of melamine-resin-coated LIGNOpal chipboards with glued-on plastic edge. With glued centre wall for partitioning
the carcass. With rows of holes (25 mm) for adjustable shelf inserts and a perforated-plate back panel.
Function: Curved Landscape seating and cabinet elements can be combined linearly and, thanks to the matched inner and
outer radii, back to back to create circular and serpentine seating/cabinet landscapes.
The following material groups are available to choose from: Carcass made of LIGNOpal: L1,4,6; Perforated-plate: M2,3,10;
Fabric cover: S40.
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